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Metamorphic Testing (MT) alleviates the oracle problem by defining oracles based on metamorphic relations
(MRs), that govern multiple related inputs and their outputs. However, designing MRs is challenging, as it
requires domain-specific knowledge. This hinders the widespread adoption of MT. We observe that developer-
written test cases can embed domain knowledge that encodes MRs. Such encoded MRs could be synthesized
for testing not only their original programs but also other programs that share similar functionalities.

In this paper, we propose MR-Scout to automatically synthesize MRs from test cases in open-source
software (OSS) projects. MR-Scout first discovers MR-encoded test cases (MTCs), and then synthesizes
the encoded MRs into parameterized methods (called codified MRs), and filters out MRs that demonstrate
poor quality for new test case generation.MR-Scout discovered over 11,000 MTCs from 701 OSS projects.
Experimental results show that over 97% of codified MRs are of high quality for automated test case generation,
demonstrating the practical applicability of MR-Scout. Furthermore, codified-MRs-based tests effectively
enhance the test adequacy of programs with developer-written tests, leading to 13.52% and 9.42% increases in
line coverage and mutation score, respectively. Our qualitative study shows that 55.76% to 76.92% of codified
MRs are easily comprehensible for developers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, automated test input generation has achieved significant advances [8, 17, 24, 40].
However, constructing test oracles is still a major obstacle to automated test case generation.
Metamorphic Testing (MT) [10] has been applied to various domains as a promising approach to
addressing the test oracle problem [46]. MT works by employing additional test inputs when the
expected output for a given input is difficult to determine. It reveals a fault if a relation (known
as a Metamorphic Relation (MR)) between these inputs and their corresponding outputs is
violated. For instance, consider a program 𝑃 (𝑎, 𝑏,𝐺) that computes the shortest path from vertex 𝑎
to vertex 𝑏 in a large undirected graph𝐺 . It is difficult to determine the expected output of 𝑃 (𝑎, 𝑏,𝐺),
while a correct implementation of 𝑃 should provide the same length of paths for 𝑃 (𝑎, 𝑏,𝐺) and
𝑃 (𝑏, 𝑎,𝐺). Validating whether the outputs of |𝑃 (𝑎, 𝑏,𝐺) | and |𝑃 (𝑏, 𝑎,𝐺) | are equal is much easier
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1  @Test
2  void simulateWidth(){
3 TextRenderer textRder = new Text("wow").getRenderer();
4 TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
5 assertTrue( boldTextRder.getText().equals("wow") );
6 float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
7 float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
8 assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);
9 }

Source input !E:< #$!#%&$' > Invoked method): < *+),-.#$/+&#ℎ > Source output EE: < F+&#ℎGBHB-& >
Input	transformation:	!F = #'.@*AB')(!E)
Follow-up input !F:< IB-&J$!#%&$' > Invoked method ): < *+),-.#$/+&#ℎ > Follow-up output EF:< F+&#ℎHB-& >
Output relation: %G = $H ≤ $I Fℎ$'$ $H = F+&#ℎGBHB-& $H ∈ EE , $I = F+&#ℎHB-& $I ∈ EF

Fig. 1. A test case crafted from com.itextpdf.layout.renderer.TextRendererTest in project iText. Un-

derlying MR: IF text2 = text1 .setBold () THEN text1 .width() ≤ text2 .width().

(the associated MR is |𝑃 (𝑎, 𝑏,𝐺) | = |𝑃 (𝑏, 𝑎,𝐺) |). An advantage of MT is that an MR can serve
as an oracle that is applicable to many test inputs. It enables automated test case generation by
integrating MRs with automatically generated test inputs [46]. However, the design of MRs is
challenging because it requires domain-specific knowledge and relies on the expertise of testers [1].
This hinders the wider adoption of MT [46].

There exist studies trying to systematically explore MRs, such as identifying MRs from software
specifications [12, 48] and searching MRs using pre-defined patterns [47, 60] However, these
approaches suffer from a low degree of automation, i.e., they heavily rely on manual efforts to
identify concrete MRs. On the other hand, several automatic approaches have been proposed to
infer MRs for given programs, such as machine-learning-based approaches [6, 32], search-based
approaches [58, 59], and genetic-programming-based approaches [4, 5]. However, wide adoption of
these approaches is challenging. They are designed for programs in specific domains (e.g., numerical
programs [58, 59]) whose input and output values exhibit certain types of relations (e.g., equivalence
relations [6], polynomial relations [58], or relations that follow pre-defined patterns [4]).
Our Observations and Idea.We observe that the domain knowledge encoded in developer-

written test cases could suggest useful MRs, even though these test cases may not originally be
designed for MT. We refer to such test cases as MR-encoded test cases (MTCs). For example, the test
case simulateWidth() in Figure 1 encodes the knowledge that the layout of a text should not be
wider than its bold version. This knowledge actually suggests anMR: IF text2 = text1 .setBold () THEN
text1.width() ≤ text2 .width(). Moreover, these encoded MRs not only work for existing inputs (e.g.,
Text("wow")) but can be applicable to new inputs (e.g., Text("wow!") or Text("BoldTest")).
This presents an opportunity of integrating these encoded MRs with automatically generated test
inputs to enable automated test case generation [47]. This observation motivates us to design an
automatic approach to synthesize MRs from existing test cases for automated test case generation.
Challenge. However, automatically synthesizing MRs that are encoded in test cases presents

challenges. To the best of our knowledge, no existing studies have explored the discovery and
synthesis of MRs from existing test cases. On the one hand, there is no syntactic difference between
MR-encoded test cases and non-MR-encoded test cases. On the other hand, MRs are implicitly
encoded in the test cases. There are no explicit indicators for the detailed constituents (e.g., source
and follow-up inputs) of encoded MRs. For the simulateWidth() case in Figure 1, there is no
documentation of the encoded MR in either comments or annotations. After understanding the
logic of this test case, we can recognize the underlying MR and its corresponding constituents. This
situation presents the challenges of automatically discovering MTCs and deducing the constituents
of encoded MRs. Consequently, to discover MRs that are encoded in test cases, our approach needs
to analyze whether there is a semantic of MR in a test case.
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Methodology. In this paper, we propose MR-Scout, an automatic approach to discover and
synthesize MRs from existing test cases. To tackle the aforementioned challenges, the underlying
insight of MR-Scout is that MR-encoded test cases actually comply with some properties that can
be mechanically recognized. Since an MR is defined over at least two inputs and corresponding
outputs, we derive two principal properties that characterize an MR-encoded test case — (i) con-
taining executions of target programs on at least two inputs, and (ii) containing the validation of a
relation over these inputs and corresponding outputs.
Specifically, MR-Scout works in three phases. MR-Scout first discovers MTCs based on the

two derived properties (Section 3.1, MTC Discovery). Then, with discovered MTCs, MR-Scout
deduces the constituents (e.g., source and follow-up inputs) of encoded MRs and then codifies
these constituents into parameterized methods to facilitate automated test case generation. These
parameterized methods are termed codified MRs (Section 3.2, MR Synthesis). Finally, MR-Scout
filters out codified MRs that demonstrate poor quality in applying to new test inputs. This is
because codified MRs that are not applicable to new test inputs are useless for new test generation
(Section 3.3, MR Filtering).

Evaluation. We built a dataset of over 11,000 MTCs discovered by MR-Scout from 701 OSS
projects in the wild. To evaluate the precision of MR-Scout in discovering MTCs, we manually
examined 164 randomly selected samples, and found 97% of them are true positives that satisfy the
defined properties of an MTC. This indicates the high precision of MR-Scout in discovering MTCs
and the high reliability of our MTC dataset (Section 4.2, RQ1). MR-Scout synthesizes codified MRs
from MTCs and applies filtering to remove low-quality MRs. To evaluate the effectiveness of this
process, we employed EvoSuite to automatically generate a set of new test inputs for each codified
MR. Experimental results show that 97.18% of codified MRs are of high quality and applicability
to new inputs for automated test case generation, demonstrating the practical applicability of
MR-Scout (Section 4.3, RQ2). Furthermore, to demonstrate the usefulness of synthesized MRs in
complementing existing tests and enhancing test adequacy, we compared test suites constructed
from codified MRs against developer-written and EvoSuite-generated test suites. Experimental
results show 13.52% and 9.42% increases in the line coverage and mutation score, respectively,
when the developer-written test suites are augmented with codified-MR-based test suites. As to
EvoSuite-generated test suites, there is an 82.8% increase in mutation score (Section 4.4, RQ3).
To evaluate the comprehensibility of codified MRs, we conducted a qualitative study involving
five participants and 52 samples. Results show that 55.76% to 76.92% of codified MRs are easily
comprehended, showcasing their potential for practical adoption by developers.

Contribution. Our work makes the following contributions.

• We propose MR-Scout, the first approach that automatically synthesizes MRs from existing
test cases.

• We release a dataset of over 11,000 MTCs discovered across 701 OSS projects, and investigate
their distribution and complexity. This dataset stands as a valuable resource for future research
in fields such as MR discovery, MR inference, and automated MT.

• We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the precision of MR-Scout in discovering
MTCs and evaluate the quality, usefulness, and comprehensibility of MRs synthesized by
MR-Scout.

• We release the research artifact and all experimental datasets on MR-Scout’s website [54] to
facilitate reproducing our experimental results and future research.
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2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Metamorphic Testing

Metamorphic testing is a process that tests a program 𝑃 with a metamorphic relation. Given a
sequence of inputs (source inputs) and their program outputs (source outputs), additional inputs
(follow-up inputs) are constructed to obtain additional program outputs (follow-up outputs). If
these inputs and outputs do not satisfy the metamorphic relation, 𝑃 contains a fault.
Metamorphic Relation (MR). Let f be a target function. A metamorphic relation of f is a

property defined over a sequence of inputs ⟨𝑥1, · · · , 𝑥𝑛⟩ (𝑛 ≥ 2) and their corresponding outputs
⟨𝑓 (𝑥1), · · · , 𝑓 (𝑥𝑛)⟩ [11]. Following the definition by Segura et al. [45], an MR can be formulated as
a logical implication from an input relation R𝑖 to an output relation R𝑜 .

R𝑖

(
⟨𝑥𝑣⟩
𝑣=1· · ·𝑘

, ⟨𝑥𝑤⟩
𝑤=(𝑘+1) ·· ·𝑛

, ⟨𝑓 (𝑥𝑣)⟩
𝑣=1· · ·𝑘

)
=⇒ R𝑜

(
⟨𝑥𝑖⟩
𝑖=1· · ·𝑛

, ⟨𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 )⟩
𝑖=1· · ·𝑛

)
R𝑖 is a relation over source inputs ⟨𝑥1, · · · , 𝑥𝑘⟩, follow-up inputs ⟨𝑥𝑘+1, · · · , 𝑥𝑛⟩, and source

outputs ⟨𝑓 (𝑥1), · · · , 𝑓 (𝑥𝑘 )⟩. The inclusion of source outputs in R𝑖 allows follow-up inputs to be
constructed based on both source inputs and outputs. R𝑜 is a relation over all inputs ⟨𝑥1, · · · , 𝑥𝑛⟩
and the corresponding outputs ⟨𝑓 (𝑥1), · · · , 𝑓 (𝑥𝑛)⟩. The MR formulation is a general form of that
proposed by Chen et al. [10]. It expresses an MR in terms of an input relation and an output relation.

Example 2.1. Consider a function 𝑓 (𝑎, 𝑏,𝐺) computing the shortest path from vertex 𝑎 to vertex
𝑏 in an undirected graph 𝐺 . The property |𝑓 (𝑎, 𝑏,𝐺) | = |𝑓 (𝑏, 𝑎,𝐺) | implies that the length of the
shortest path should be the same in either direction (𝑎 to 𝑏 or 𝑏 to 𝑎), and it can be formulated as

𝑥2 = 𝑡 (𝑥1) =⇒ |𝑓 (𝑥2) | = |𝑓 (𝑥1) | where 𝑡 ((𝑎, 𝑏,𝐺)) = (𝑏, 𝑎,𝐺)
In this case, R𝑖 = {((𝑣1, 𝑣2,𝐺), (𝑣2, 𝑣1,𝐺)) | ∀𝐺,∀𝑣1, 𝑣2 ∈ 𝐺} includes all pairs of inputs to 𝑓 such
that the first two elements (source and sink vertexes) are swapped. R𝑜 = {(𝑛, 𝑛) | ∀𝑛 ∈ N} includes
all pairs of equivalent numbers (shortest paths).

Metamorphic Testing (MT). Given an MR R for a function 𝑓 , metamorphic testing is the
process of validating R on an implementation 𝑃 of 𝑓 using various inputs [45].
Intuitively, assuming a program implemented by a sequence of statements, MT entails the

following five steps [11]: (i) constructing a source input, which can be written by developers or
automatically generated (e.g., random testing) [46], (ii) executing the program with the source
input to get the source output, (iii) constructing a follow-up input that satisfies 𝑅𝑖 , (iv) executing
the program with the follow-up input to get the follow-up output, and (v) checking if these inputs
and outputs satisfy the output relation R𝑜 .

In MT, the input relation R𝑖 is used for constructing the test inputs in the first three steps. Typi-
cally, a function, referred to as input transformation, is designed to construct a follow-up input
satisfyingR𝑖 from a source input and/or source output. The output relationR𝑜 serves as the oracle in
the last step. For example, in Figure 1, the statement boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold()
transforms the source input textRder to the follow-up input boldTextRder, and the output relation
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold) gives the oracle.

2.2 Adaptation of MR Formulation in the Context of OOP

Given the observation that developers encode MRs in test cases as oracles (as exemplified in
Figure 1), our goal is to automatically discover and synthesize these encoded MRs from existing test
cases in open-source projects. This paper focuses on unit test cases for object-oriented programming
(OOP) programs. Since the existing MR formulation is not originally designed for OOP programs,
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1 @Test
2 public void pushPopTest() throws Exception {
3   ConcurrentStack<Integer> stack1 = new ConcurrentStack<>(10);
4 ConcurrentStack<Integer> stack2;
5 stack1.push(3);
6 stack2 = new ConcurrentStack(stack1);
7 Integer result = stack2.pop(); 
8 assertEquals(Integer.valueOf(3), result);
9 }

Source input !E:< *#.NO1, 3 > Invoked method) : < R,*ℎ > Source output EE : < *#.NO1 >
Input	transformation:	!F = #'.@*AB')(!E)
Follow-up input !F:< *#.NO2 > Invoked method ): < RBR > Follow-up output EF:< *#.NO2, '$*,-# >
Output relation %G: equals $H, $I Fℎ$'$ $H = 3 $H ∈ !E , $I = '$*,-# $I ∈ EF
(Note: EE: *#.NO1 is after executing “push(3)” in line 5, EF: *#.NO2 is after executing “pop()” in line 7)

Fig. 2. A test case crafted from com.conversantmedia.util.concurrent.ConcurrentStackTest in project

Disruptor. Underlying MR: x = stack.push(x) .pop() — IF an element 𝑥 is pushed onto a stack and the stack

subsequently pops off the top element, THEN the element 𝑥 should be the one popped.

function fc(m, x) {
// m: unique method identifier
// x: input for executing m, including the receiver object and the arguments

stack = x.receObj // receiver object of m
arg = x.arg // arguments to m
switch m: // fetch the method

case "push": return stack.push(arg)
case "pop": return stack.pop()

}

Listing 1. Illustration of a wrapper function 𝑓𝑐 for a stack class implemented with methods push and pop. (The
output of fc("push",x) is a stack object which has just pushed arg into it, while the output of fc("pop",x)
are the popped element by executing stack.pop() and the stack object which has just popped an element.)

we make a slight adaptation. Specifically, a unit under test refers to a “class” rather than a single
function (𝑓 ) in MR formalism. Therefore, a unit test case for a class under test (CUT) can comprise
more than one method invocation. It implies that a metamorphic relation for a class may involve
more than one function. For example, in Figure 2, the underlying relation 𝑥 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘.𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ(𝑥).𝑝𝑜𝑝 ()
is over two functions push and pop from a stack class.
To accommodate this, we “wrap” the semantics of a class (including its methods) by a function

called class wrapper function 𝑓𝑐 . 𝑓𝑐 takes as input a method identifier𝑚 and the input 𝑥 for𝑚,
and then invokes𝑚(𝑥) internally. Listing 1 presents an illustration of 𝑓𝑐 wrapping a stack class
with methods push and pop. As a result, we can formulate an MR for the stack class based on a
single wrapper function instead of functions push and pop.
Let 𝑓𝑐 (𝑚, 𝑥) denote the output of 𝑓𝑐 invoking the method 𝑚 on the input 𝑥 . An MR R over

a sequence of inputs ⟨𝑥1, · · · , 𝑥𝑛⟩ (𝑛 ≥ 2) with additional corresponding method identifiers
⟨𝑚1, · · · ,𝑚𝑛⟩ and their corresponding outputs ⟨𝑓𝑐 (𝑚1, 𝑥1), · · · , 𝑓𝑐 (𝑚𝑛, 𝑥𝑛)⟩ can be formulated as
follows.

R𝑖

(
⟨𝑥𝑣⟩
𝑣=1· · ·𝑘

, ⟨𝑥𝑤⟩
𝑤=(𝑘+1) ·· ·𝑛

, ⟨𝑓𝑐 (𝑚𝑣, 𝑥𝑣)⟩
𝑣=1· · ·𝑘

)
=⇒ R𝑜

(
⟨𝑥𝑖⟩
𝑖=1· · ·𝑛

, ⟨𝑓𝑐 (𝑚𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 )⟩
𝑖=1· · ·𝑛

)
For ease of presentation, in the remainder of the paper, we use𝑚(𝑥) to denote 𝑓𝑐 (𝑚, 𝑥), where𝑚

is the delegated method in the class under test.

Example 2.2. Let 𝑓𝑐 stand for the class under test ConcurrentStack in Figure 2. Given the
illustration in Listing 1, the relation x = stack.push(x).pop() can be expressed as: IF two inputs

ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: March 2024.
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Test case 
in OSS@Test

void simulateWidth(){
TextRenderer textRder = new Text("wow").getRenderer();
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
assertTrue( boldTextRder.getText().equals("wow") );
float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}

@Test
void simulateWidth(){
TextRenderer textRder = new Text("wow").getRenderer();
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
assertTrue( boldTextRder.getText().equals("wow") );
float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}

!! = #$%&'()$*(!")

Step 2: deduce constituents of MR

@Test
public void test1( ) throws Exception {

TextRenderer textRder1 = new Text(”test").getRenderer();
simulateWidth(textRder1);

}

@Test
public void testN( ) throws Exception {

TextRenderer textRderN = new Text(”<>").getRenderer();
simulateWidth(textRderN);

}

…

@Test
void simulateWidth(){
TextRenderer textRder = new Text("wow").getRenderer();
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
assertTrue( boldTextRder.getText().equals("wow") );
float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}
P1: Method Invocations

P2: Relation Assertion

MTC

Step 3: codify 
constituents of MR

Candidate 
Codified MR

Step 1:  checking 
MTC properties

Step 4: generate test inputs

Phase 1: 
MTC Discovery

Phase 2: 
MR Synthesis

Phase 3: 
MR Filtering Step 5: execute and 

analyze the result

void simulateWidth(TextRenderer textRder){
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}
Codified MR

void simulateWidth(TextRenderer textRder){
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}!" =< #:!#3<:$ > 0" =< =><#ℎ?)@)A< >
!! =< B)A<C:!#3<:$ > 0! =< =><#ℎ@)A< >
! =< &-./0%1*2-)1ℎ, &-./0%1*2-)1ℎ > 3# = :$ ≤ :%

Phase 1: 
MTC Discovery

Codified MRsTest cases 
in OSS MTCs Phase 2: 

MR Synthesis
Candidate

Codified MRs
Phase 3: 

MR Filtering

Fig. 3. Overview of MR-Scout

⟨𝑥1, 𝑥2⟩ have the relation x2 .receObj = push(x1) (R𝑖 ) , THEN the output relation pop(x2) = x1.arg

(R𝑜 ) is expected to be satisfied.
In this test case, x1 .receObj and x1.arg are implemented with stack1 and 3, and the invocation

push(x1) is implemented as stack1.push(3). Similarly, x2 .receObj and pop(x2) are implemented
with stack2 and stack2.pop() (pop() does not require any argument). The expected relation
pop(x2) = x1.arg is validated by assertEquals(Integer.valueOf(3), result).

Example 2.3. When the function 𝑓𝑐 wraps the class TextRenderer in Figure 1, the relation
IF text2 = text1 .setBold () THEN text1 .width() ≤ text2 .width() can be expressed as: IF two inputs
⟨𝑥1, 𝑥2⟩ have the relation x2 .receObj = x1 .receObj.text .setBold () (R𝑖 ) , THEN the output relation
simulateWidth(x1) ≤ simulateWidth(x2) (R𝑜 ) is expected to be satisfied.
In this test case, x1 .receObj and x2 .receObj are implemented with textRder and boldTextRder.

Arguments are not needed for simulateWidth(), i.e., x1.arg = x2 .arg = null. The statement assert
True(widthNoBold <= widthBold) validateswhether the execution results of textRder.simulate
Width() and boldTextRder.simulateWidth() satisfy the expected output relation R𝑜 .

Note that, for methods with nested method calls, such as𝑚(𝑔(·)), the nested method call 𝑔(·) is
considered as an argument to the method𝑚.𝑚(𝑔(·)) can be expressed as𝑚(𝑥) where x .arg = g(·).
For methods having side effects, the identification of such methods’ outputs will be discussed in
Section 3.1.2.

3 METHODOLOGY

Inspired by our observation that test cases written by developers can embed domain knowledge that
encodes MRs, we propose an approach, MR-Scout, to discover and synthesize encoded MRs from
existing test cases automatically. The underlying insight of MR-Scout is that encoded MRs obey
certain semantic properties that can be mechanically recognized. Figure 3 presents an overview of
MR-Scout.MR-Scout takes as input test cases collected from open-source projects and returns
codified MRs. Specifically, MR-Scout works in the following three phases.

(1) MTC Discovery. According to the formulation of MR, we derive two principal properties
that characterize an MR-encoded test case. First, the test case must contain at least two
invocations to methods of the same class with two inputs separately (P1). Second, the test
case must contain at least one assertion that validates the relation between the inputs and
outputs of the above method invocations (P2). This is because an MR is defined over at least
two inputs and corresponding outputs. These two properties guarantee the execution of at
least two inputs and the validation of the output relation over these inputs and outputs. By
checking the above properties, MR-Scout can mechanically discover MR-encoded test cases
(MTCs) in open-source projects (Section 3.1).

(2) MR Synthesis. Given MR-encoded test cases and corresponding method invocations and
relation assertions identified in the MTC Discovery phase,MR-Scout first deduces the MR
constituents (e.g., source input and follow-up input) and then codifies their constituents into
parameterized methods to facilitate automated test case generation. Such methods are termed
codified MRs in this paper (Section 3.2).
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Test case 
in OSS@Test

void simulateWidth(){
TextRenderer textRder = new Text("wow").getRenderer();
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
assertTrue( boldTextRder.getText().equals("wow") );
float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}

@Test
void simulateWidth(){
TextRenderer textRder = new Text("wow").getRenderer();
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
assertTrue( boldTextRder.getText().equals("wow") );
float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}

!! = #$%&'()$*(!")

Step 2: deduce constituents of MR

@Test
public void test1( ) throws Exception {

TextRenderer textRder1 = new Text(”test").getRenderer();
simulateWidth(textRder1);

}

@Test
public void testN( ) throws Exception {

TextRenderer textRderN = new Text(”<>").getRenderer();
simulateWidth(textRderN);

}

…

@Test
void simulateWidth(){
TextRenderer textRder = new Text("wow").getRenderer();
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
assertTrue( boldTextRder.getText().equals("wow") );
float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}
P1: Method Invocations

P2: Relation Assertion

MTC

Step 3: codify 
constituents of MR

Candidate 
Codified MR

Step 1:  checking 
MTC properties

Step 4: generate test inputs

Phase 1: 
MTC Discovery

Phase 2: 
MR Synthesis

Phase 3: 
MR Filtering Step 5: execute and 

analyze the result

void simulateWidth(TextRenderer textRder){
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}
Codified MR

void simulateWidth(TextRenderer textRder){
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}!" =< #:!#3<:$ > 0" =< =><#ℎ?)@)A< >
!! =< B)A<C:!#3<:$ > 0! =< =><#ℎ@)A< >
! =< &-./0%1*2-)1ℎ, &-./0%1*2-)1ℎ > 3# = :$ ≤ :%

Phase 1: 
MTC Discovery

Codified MRsTest cases 
in OSS MTCs Phase 2: 

MR Synthesis
Candidate

Codified MRs
Phase 3: 

MR Filtering

Fig. 4. Procedure of MR-Scout operating on the MTC simulateWidth()

Table 1. Assertion APIs and examples for relation assertions patterns

Pattern Assertion APIs in JUnit Examples

BoolAssert assertTrue, assertFalse
assertTrue(Math.abs(𝑒1)>Math.abs(𝑒2));
assertTrue(𝑒1.equalsTo(-𝑒2));

CompAssert

assertSame, assertNotSame, failNotSame,
assertEquals, failNotEqual, assertArrayEquals,
assertThat, assertIterableEquals, assertLinesMatch

assertEquals(𝑒1, 𝑒2);
assertEquals(Math.abs(𝑒2), Math.abs(𝑒1));

(3) MR Filtering.We target discovering MRs for new test generation. Codified MRs not applicable
to new test inputs are ineffective for new test generation [43]. Therefore, in this phase, MR-
Scout filters out codified MRs that demonstrate poor quality (e.g., leading to false alarms) in
applying to new source inputs.

3.1 Phase 1: MTC Discovery

Phase 1 of MR-Scout aims to discover MR-encoded test cases (MTCs). Unfortunately, MTCs are
not explicitly labeled and have no syntactic difference with test cases without MRs. Therefore,
to discover possible MTCs, MR-Scout should analyze whether the given test cases embed the
semantics of an MR. So we first model the semantics of an MR-encoded test case with two principal
properties that can be mechanically analyzed. Then,MR-Scout checks these properties in given
test cases from open-source projects. Test cases that satisfy the two properties are considered as
MTCs by MR-Scout.

3.1.1 Properties of An MTC. According to the formulation of MR in Section 2.1, we derive two
properties (P1-Method Invocations and P2-Relation Assertion) of an MTC.
P1 Method Invocations: The test case should contain at least two invocations to the methods of

the same class with two inputs separately. This class is considered as a class under test, and
the method invocations are denoted as MI . This property is derived from the fact that an MR
is defined over at least two inputs and corresponding outputs. When there are at least two
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method invocations and each method invocation has a pair of input and corresponding output,
this ensures the existence of at least two inputs and corresponding outputs. Specifically, we
allow the invocations to the same or different methods of a class under test.

P2 Relation Assertion: The test case should contain at least one assertion checking the relation

between the inputs and outputs of the invocations in𝑀𝐼 . This property is derived from the fact
that an MR has a constraint (i.e., R𝑜 ) over the input and outputs of program executions (i.e.,
method invocations). Such an assertion is to validate the output relation R𝑜 .

3.1.2 Step 1: Checking MTC properties. When checking P1-Method Invocations,MR-Scout first
collects all the method call sites within a test case, and focuses on methods from internal classes
that are native to the project under analysis. MR-Scout excludes methods of external classes (such
as a class from a third-party library) that are not target classes to test, by matching the prefix of their
fully qualified names [61]. For each internal class with at least two method invocations, the class is
considered as a class under test. All classes under test and corresponding method invocations are
collected to facilitate P2-Relation Assertion identification.
However, when it comes to checking P2-Relation Assertion,MR-Scout encounters a technical

issue: how to automatically distinguish output relations that are implicitly encoded in assertion

statements. It can be difficult to tell whether an assertion statement represents a genuine relation
over multiple outputs or simply a combination of separate output assertions for convenience. For
instance, consider an assertion statement with two outputs y1 and y2 (e.g., assertTrue(y1==-1
&& y2==1)). It is ambiguous whether the relation “y1==-y2” should hold or it is a shortcut for
assertTrue(y1==-1) and assertTrue(y2==1).

To deal with the above issue, we propose two general assertion patterns where an output relation
can be modeled and validated. Assertions matching these patterns are considered checking an
output relation. The design principle of the two patterns is that an output relation is essentially

a boolean expression that relates elements (i.e., inputs and outputs) of method invocations. We first
introduce the necessary elements of an output relation, and then introduce how these elements
should be related.

Necessary Elements of An Output Relation. According to the formulation of MR, an output
relation is defined over a set of inputs and outputs. However, there are constraints: (i) the inclusion
of a follow-up output, and (ii) the inclusion of either a source output or a source input. As to
constraint-(i), the absence of a follow-up output suggests that the second method invocation is not
required. This contradicts the definition of MT which requires at least two method invocations. As
to constraint-(ii), the absence of a source output and a source input suggests that the first method
invocation is not required, contradicting the definition of MT. Note that an output relation can
be defined only over a follow-up output and a source output, as illustrated in Figure 1 where the
follow-up output (widthBold) and source output (widthNoBold) are included in the output relation.
Alternatively, an output relation can be defined only over a follow-up output and a source input.
For the case in Figure 2, the follow-up output (result) and source input (3) are included in the
output relation.
Given method invocations MI={mii}n

i=1
of a class under test, if an assertion 𝛼 is verifying an

output relation, 𝛼 must have two elements (donated as 𝑒1 and 𝑒2). 𝑒1 is the input or the output of a
method invocation (mi1), and 𝑒2 is the output of another method invocation (mi2) that is invoked
aftermi1. This allows 𝑒1 to be the source input or output and 𝑒2 to be the follow-up output, satisfying
the above two constraints respectively.

Next, we discuss what are the input 𝑥𝑖 and output𝑦𝑖 of a method invocationmii . According to the
specification of Java [39], method invocation mii can be presented as returnV = receObj.mi (arg),
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where returnV represents the return value of the invoked methodmi , receObj represents the receiver
object of method𝑚𝑖 , and arg represents the input parameter for executing𝑚𝑖 .

• Input 𝑥𝑖 is a set, including (i) the input arguments arg (primitive values or object references)
and (ii) the receiver object receObj (if its fields are accessed in the method invocation).

• Output 𝑦𝑖 is a set, including (i) the return value returnV (if any), (ii) the receiver object
receObj after the method invocation (if the receiver object’s field is updated during the
method invocation), and (iii) the objects in arg after the method invocation (if these input
objects’ fields are updated during the method invocation).

Example 3.1. For the test case in Figure 2, there are twomethod invocationmi1 = stack1.push(3)
on line 5 andmi2 =stack2.pop() on line 7, where 𝑥1 = {stack1, 3}, 𝑥2 = {stack2},𝑦1 = {stack1}
(just after stack1.push(3)), and 𝑦2 = {result, stack2} (just after stack2.pop()). The assertion
𝛼 on line 8 can be interpreted as assertEquals (Integer.valueOf(𝑒1),𝑒2), where 𝑒1 = 3 (𝑒1 ∈ 𝑥1)
and 𝑒2 = result (𝑒2 ∈ 𝑦2), satisfying the above constraint of elements in an output relation.

Patterns of Relation Assertions. In addition to the above constraint telling if an assertion
includes necessary elements (𝑒1 and 𝑒2) of an output relation, we further check if 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 are
related by a boolean expression with the following two patterns.

Inspired by existing work on synthesizing assertion oracles with a set of boolean and numerical
operators [50], the principle of two patterns is that an output relation assertion should be a boolean
expression where necessary elements 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 are related by (i) numerical operators or user-
defined boolean methods (A1-BoolAssert) or (ii) assertion methods provided by testing frameworks
(A2-CompAssert).
A1 BoolAssert: For assertions with a boolean parameter, such as assertTrue, 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 should

be related by (i) numerical operators (i.e., =, <, >, ≤, ≥,≠), or (ii) user-defined methods that
return boolean values.

Example 3.2. The assertion assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold) in Figure 1 can be
mapped onto A1-BoolAssert , where 𝑒1 = widthNoBold and 𝑒2 = widthBold are related by a
numerical operator “≤”.

A2 CompAssert: For assertions with parameters for comparison, such as assertEquals, one of
the parameters should contain 𝑒1, and the other should contain 𝑒2.

Example 3.3. The assertion assertEquals(Integer.valueOf(3), result) in Figure 2
can be mapped onto A2-CompAssert, where 𝑒1 = 3 and 𝑒2 = result. 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 are related by
the method Arrays.equals which returns a boolean result.

The above two patterns can cover the most commonly used assertion APIs. In Table 1, the corre-
sponding APIs in JUnit4 [28] and JUnit5 [30] and some abstract examples of the above two patterns
are presented. Assertions that match the two patterns are considered to validate an output relation.
It should be noted that there is a trade-off between precision and completeness in recognizing
relation assertions. In order to recognize relation assertion precisely, our patterns exclude elements
related by logical operators, such as AND, OR, XOR, and EXOR. This is because elements related
by these logical operators may not inherently denote a relationship. For example, an assertion
assertTrue(y1 && y2) can be merely a combination of assertTrue(y1) and assertTrue(y2)
for convenience, without an actual output relation between y1 and y2. While excluding logical
operators may causeMR-Scout to miss some output relations, reducing the risk of confusing or
misleading developers with incorrect MRs is pretty important.
In a test case, assertions fitting into the above two patterns are considered relation assertions.

This indicates that this test case satisfies P2-Relation Assertion and is discovered as an MTC. Note
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that developers may encode more than one MR in a single test case. We consider the application
of an MR for a specific set of inputs and outputs as anMR instance. In MTCs, an MR instance is
implemented by a relation assertion over the inputs and outputs of method invocations of a class
under test. An MR instance in an MTC is denoted as a tuple ⟨𝛼,MI⟩, where 𝛼 denotes a relation
assertion and MI denotes corresponding method invocations whose output relation is validated by
𝛼 . MR-Scout collects all MR instances in an MTC to facilitate the following MR synthesis.

3.1.3 Detailed Analysis Process and Limitations. MR-Scout [54] is implemented to statically analyze
the source code of test cases. In checking P1-Method Invocations,MR-Scout initially collects all
method invocations within a given test case. By analyzing the fully qualified names of method
invocations,MR-Scout identifies and collects internal classes with at least two method invocations
as classes under test. The presence of at least two method invocations in a single internal class
indicates that P1 is satisfied. However, the static analysis of source code may cause imprecise results.
For example, the fully qualified names of invoked methods might be wrongly identified if overriding
exists. This leads to the satisfaction of P1-Method Invocations being wrongly detected.
As to P2-Relation Assertion, MR-Scout collects all assertion statements in the given test case.

Then, for each assertion, MR-Scout checks whether this assertion is checking the output relation
over the inputs and/or outputs of method invocations which are identified in P1. During the
identification of inputs and output of a method invocation, to tell whether a receiver object is an
input and/or an output, MR-Scout analyzes the method’s call chain and analyzes whether the
fields of the object are accessed or updated in each method of the call chain. However, factors such
as aliasing and path sensitivity present challenges in precisely analyzing whether the object’s fields
are accessed or updated.

3.2 Phase 2: MR Synthesis

With discovered MTCs in Phase 1, in this phase, MR-Scout synthesizes MRs from these MTCs.
However, this process is not straightforward since some encoded MRs are incomplete. Properties
P1-Method Invocations and P2-Relation Assertion, while being principal and necessary, only concern
the output relation (R𝑜 ) of an MR. Albeit an MR is applied and validated in a test case, the input
relation (R𝑖 ) can be implicit or even absent. Specifically, for MTCs where the inputs are hard-
coded, the input relation is unclear. Inferring the potential relation between hard-coded values is a
challenging problem. To the best of our knowledge, no existing study explores this problem, nor
does our paper. In this paper, we focus on synthesizing MRs from MTCs where input relations are
explicitly encoded, i.e., having input transformation that constructs follow-up inputs satisfying R𝑖

from source inputs and/or source outputs.
The synthesis process involves (i) deducing the constituents of an encoded MR and (ii) codifying

these constituents into an executable method that is parameterized with source inputs. This
parameterized method is referred to as codified MR. By making these methods parameterized
with source inputs, new values of source inputs can be easily generated by automatic tools (e.g.,
Randoop [40] and EvoSuite [17]) and utilized for automated test case generation. These codified
MRs are composed of (i) an input transformation, (ii) executions of source and follow-up inputs,
and (iii) an output relation assertion.

3.2.1 Step 2: Deducing Constituents of an MR Instance. Developers may encode multiple MRs in a
single test case, where a set of MR instances can be identified from an MTC. Following the notations
in Phase 1 (Section 3.1.2), for each MR instance ⟨𝛼,MI⟩, MR-Scout deduces a tuple of detailed
constituents, including (1) the target methods, (2) the source input, follow-up input, and the
input transformation, and (3) the source output, follow-up output and the output relation
assertion. The details of the deduction are as follows.
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@Test
void simulateWidth(){

TextRenderer textRder = new Text("wow").getRenderer();
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
assertTrue( boldTextRder.getText().equals("wow") );

float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}

①. parameterizing source input 

②. removing original declaration

③.  removing irrelevant assertion

void simulateWidth(TextRenderer textRder){
TextRenderer boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold();
float widthNoBold = textRder.simulateWidth();
float widthBold = boldTextRder.simulateWidth();
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold);

}

Fig. 5. Illustration of constructing a codified MR

(1) MR-Scout takes methods invoked in MI as target methods.
(2) As to input-related constituents,MR-Scout first identifies the existence of transformation

x2 = transform(s) (s ⊆ x1 ∪ y1), where 𝑠 is the input 𝑥1 and/or output 𝑦1 of a method invoca-
tion𝑚𝑖1, and 𝑥2 is the input of𝑚𝑖2 (mi1,mi2 ∈ MI ). Then,MR-Scout takes 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 as the
source input and the follow-up input, respectively.
Note that not all MR instances have the input transformation because follow-up inputs can
be hard-coded rather than constructed from the source inputs and the source outputs. This
paper only focuses on MRs with input transformation. Besides, MR-Scout synthesizes MRs
from MR instances that involve exactly two method invocations (|MI | = 2). This is similar to
existing studies [11, 12, 46, 60]. Our evaluation results reveal that 64.13% of MR instances
only involve two method invocations (Section 4.1.1), indicating thatMR-Scout can deal with
a large portion of MR instances. Synthesizing MRs from instances that involve more than
two method invocations can be challenging and interesting future work.

(3) As to output-related constituents, MR-Scout directly takes the source input corresponding
output as the source output, takes the follow-up input corresponding output as the follow-up
output, and takes the output relation assertion 𝛼 in the identified MR instance.

Example 3.4. In Phase 2 of Figure 4, there is only one MR instance where the output rela-
tion assertion 𝛼 is assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold) and the method invocations MI are
⟨textRder.simulateWidth(), boldTextRder.simulateWidth()⟩.
The identified target method is simulateWidth(), the source input is textRder, the follow-up input
is boldTextRder, the input transformation is boldTextRder = textRder.text.setBold(), the source
output is widthNoBold, the follow-up output is widthBold, and the output relation assertion 𝛼 is
assertTrue(widthNoBold <= widthBold).

3.2.2 Step 3: Codify Constituents of MR. This step mainly consists of parameterizing the source
input and removing irrelevant assertions. We illustrate the process of constructing a codified MR
using the example shown in Figure 5.
An MTC is in the form of a Java method (because a JUnit test case is formatted as a method).

To codify MRs as methods parameterized with source inputs, MR-Scout modifies the MTC under
codification to take the source input as a parameter. As shown in 1 of Figure 5, the source input
textRder is transformed into a parameter to receive new input values.MR-Scout also removes
the source input declaration statements ( 2 in Figure 5).
Next, MR-Scout removes irrelevant assertions ( 3 in Figure 5). Assertions not identified as

relation assertions are considered irrelevant and removed. These irrelevant assertions may be
specific to the original value of the source input and could lead to false alarms when new inputs
are introduced. In Figure 5, assertion assertTrue( boldTextRder.getText().equals("wow"))
is removed. These modifications enable the codified MR method to receive and validate the relation
over values of new source inputs and corresponding outputs.
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A codified MR encompasses steps 2-5 of metamorphic testing, involving constructing the follow-
up input, executing the target program on both the source input and follow-up input, and validating
the output relation across program executions. As a result, automated test case generation can be
achieved only when new source inputs are automatically generated to these codified MRs.

3.3 Phase 3: MR Filtering

We aim to discover MRs to generate new test cases, where codified MRs can serve as test oracles.
However, codified MRs that are not applicable to new inputs are ineffective for new test genera-
tion [43]. Therefore, in this phase, MR-Scout filters out low-quality codified MRs that perform
poorly (e.g., leading to false alarms) in applying to new test inputs.

Criterion. Following previous Zhang et al.’s work on inferring polynomial MRs [59],MR-Scout
considers an MR that can apply to at least 95% of valid inputs as a high-quality MR. Differently,
Zhang et al.’s work infer MRs for numeric programs (e.g., sin, cos, and tan). All generated inputs
are numerical values and inherently valid, satisfying the input constraints. In our domain, however,
we are dealing with object-oriented programs whose inputs are not only primitive types but also
developer-defined objects. Randomly generated inputs can be invalid. To automatically tell whether
an input is valid, we observe that the program under test contains checks for illegal arguments,
and thus assume that a valid input for an MR must be accepted by the input transformation and

the methods of the class under test. That means the execution of a valid test input must not trigger
an exception from the statements of input transformation and the invoked methods of the class
under test until reaching the relation assertion statement of a codified MR. Note that our checking
(not triggering exception) is less stringent than the actual criterion for determining a valid input
that satisfies input constraints. An invalid input might not trigger an exception due to the lack of
developer-written checks for illegal arguments and the absence of exception-throwing mechanisms.
When an invalid input reaches an assertion statement, it may violate the output relation of a
codified MR and produce false alarms. This leads to some high-quality MRs being discarded.
After executing the relation assertion statement, if an AssertionError occurs, it indicates the

valid input has failed, and the codified MR cannot apply to this input. On the other hand, if no
alarm is raised, that means this input complies with the codified MR, thereby the codified MR is
applicable to this input.
Inputs Generation. Many techniques have been proposed to generate test inputs, such as

random [40], search based [16, 24], and symbolic execution based techniques [8]. Following existing
works on test oracle assessment and improvement [27, 50],MR-Scout employs EvoSuite [16] to
generate new inputs for codified MRs. Different from Zhang et al.’s work where MRs are for sin,
cos, and tan programs, and 1000 new numeric inputs can be easily generated for each MR, in our
domain, the inputs of codified MRs are not only primitive types but also developer-defined objects.
For MRs with complex objects as inputs, EvoSuite cannot generate a large amount (e.g., 1000) of
valid objects as new inputs. So we give the same time budget rather than the same amount of inputs
for each codified MR. In line with the configuration of previous works [21, 34], for each codified
MR,MR-Scout runs EvoSuite 10 times with different seeds and gives a time budget of 2 minutes
for each run. The detailed configuration of EvoSuite can be found on MR-Scout’s website [54].

Then, MR-Scout executes these test cases (as illustrated in Figure 4 (Phase 3)) and analyzes the
execution result (i.e., pass or fail). Finally,MR-Scout outputs high-quality codified MRs that can
apply to at least 95% of generated valid inputs.

4 EVALUATION

Our evaluation aims to answer the following research questions:
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RQ1 Precision: Are MTCs discovered byMR-Scout possessing the derived properties of an MTC?
(Section 4.2)

RQ2 Quality: How is the quality of MR-Scout codified MRs in applying to new inputs for
automated test case generation? (Section 4.3)

RQ3 Usefulness: How useful are MR-Scout codified MRs in enhancing test adequacy? (Section
4.4)

RQ4 Comprehensibility: Are MRs codified by MR-Scout comprehensible? (Section 4.5)

RQ1 aims to evaluate the precision of MR-Scout in discovering MTCs, i.e., whether discovered
test cases possess the defined properties of an MTC. To answer RQ1, we first ranMR-Scout, and
11,350 MTCs from 701 projects were discovered. Then, we manually analyzed 164 sampled MTCs.
RQ2 aims to evaluate the quality of MR-Scout codified MRs, by using a set of new test inputs not
present in the filtering phase of MR-Scout. The results also indicate the effectiveness of the MR

Filtering phase in themethodology.RQ3 is to evaluate the usefulness of codifiedMRwhen integrated
with automatically generated inputs. Specifically, we analyze whether test suites constructed from
codified MRs can enhance test adequacy on top of developer-written and EvoSuite-generated
test suites. RQ4 aims to assess whether MR-Scout codified MRs are easily comprehensible for
developers engaged in tasks like test maintenance or migration. For this purpose, we conducted a
small-scale qualitative study on 52 codified MRs.

4.1 Dataset Preparation

We selected open-source projects from GitHub [22]. We chose public projects meeting these criteria:
(i) labeled as a Java project, (ii) having at least 200 stars, and (iii) created after 01-January-2015.
These criteria enable us to analyze high-quality and contemporary Java projects that are more
likely to use mature unit testing frameworks like JUnit [29] and TestNG [51]. The number of stars
indicates the popularity and correlates with project quality [7]. We considered projects created after
01-January-2015 to exclude old projects that might require obsolete dependencies and frameworks,
while some popular Java projects that were created before 2015 might be excluded.

By 05-April-2022, 7,395 projects met these criteria and were collected for experiments. These
projects account for 71.49% of all popular Java projects that have at least 200 stars and were created
both before and after 01-January-2015. We cloned the latest version of each selected project at that
time and collected tests from these projects. We considered methods annotated with “@Test” as
tests and files containing tests as test files. We excluded 3,327 projects without tests. At last, we had
4,068 projects, which contained 1,021,129 Java tests in 545,886 test files. These projects comprised
239,724,897 lines of production code and 80,130,804 lines of test code.

4.1.1 MTC Discovery. We ran MR-Scout on each of the 4,068 projects on a machine with dual
Intel® Xeon™ E5-2683 v4 CPUs and 256 GB system memory. For the MTC Discovery phase,MR-
Scout took 18 hours and 58 minutes, with an average analysis time of 16.78 seconds per project.
Finally, 11,350 MTCs in 701 (17.23%) projects were discovered. On average, each project has 16.19
MTCs.

As to 3,367 (82.77%) projects where no MTC was discovered, our observations suggest a limited
presence of test cases encoded with MRs. Typically, test cases in these projects are structured to
assert whether the actual output of a method under test aligns with the expected output for a given
input. Moreover, some projects exhibited inadequate testing, having few test cases. This reduces
the chances of discovering MTCs. Additionally, MR-Scout is designed to discover MRs of a class.
This means thatMR-Scout focuses on MRs associated with methods within a single class. MRs
over multiple classes or at higher levels are out of the scope of MR-Scout.
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Distribution of MTCs. The distribution of MTCs provides insights into how MTCs are spread
across projects. The distribution of 11,350 MTCs in the 701 projects varies significantly, ranging
from a single MTC to 500 MTCs. As shown in Figure 6a, the majority of the projects have 1 to
29 MTCs, and the median is 4. Half of the 701 projects have 2 to 13 MTCs. We further analyzed
the percentage of MTCs among all tests in each project in Figure 6. For the majority of projects,
0.02% to 9.78% of the tests are MTCs, and the median is 1.91%. Percentages of MTCs in half of these
projects range from 0.8% to 4.42%.

We also examined the top 25 projects with the highest number of MTCs (the projects can be found
at [54]). These projects span various domains, including complex data structures, data processing,
distributed computing, data visualization, smart contracts, website building, code parsing, and
more. The results indicate that MTCs are broadly distributed across projects from diverse domains
rather than being concentrated within a few projects with specific functionalities.
Complexity of MTC. The discovered 11,350 MTCs contain a total of 21,574 MR instances

(introduced in Section 3.2). On average, 1.90 MR instances were found per MTC. 13,836 (64.13%)
out of the 21,574 MR instances involved only two method invocations. Among these 13,836 MR
instances, 3,847 (27.80%) instances in 2,743 MTCs were associated with an input transformation.
This indicates that a significant proportion (64.13%) of MR instances leverage MRs involving only
two method invocations, and 72.20% of MR instances are without input transformation. In this
work, we target synthesizing MRs fromMR instances involving two method invocations and having
input transformation.
These results indicate that numerous MR-encoded test cases are widely spread across open-

source projects of different domains. 17.23% of projects contain MTCs, and in total 11,350 MTCs
were discovered from 701 projects. Besides, the majority of encoded MR instances (64.13%) involve
relations with two method invocations. The MTC dataset is released and available on MR-Scout’s
site [54].

4.1.2 MR Synthesis and Filtering. In this paper, we focus on MTCs where MR instances (i) involve
two method invocations (|MI | = 2), (ii) have input transformation, and (iii) are from compilable
projects where mutation analysis and EvoSuite-based MR filtering can be conducted. Finally, in
MR-Scout discovered MTCs, we collected 485 MTCs from 104 projects.
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InMR Synthesis phase, 441 (90.92%) MTCs’ encoded MRs were successfully synthesized into com-
pilable codified MRs. The other 9.08% of MTCs failed due to too complicated external dependencies
or code structures.
In MR Filtering phase, MR-Scout filtered candidate codified MRs with inputs generated by

EvoSuite. EvoSuite could successfully generate valid inputs for 125 candidate codified MRs. Among
125 candidate codified MRs that have valid inputs, 60.00% (75/125) passed the MR Filtering phase
and were finally outputted byMR-Scout as high-quality codified MRs. The main reasons why some
codified MRs were not generated with valid inputs include too complex preconditions, incompatible
environment, violation of input constraint, etc., which are detailly discussed in Section 5.

4.2 RQ1: Precision

4.2.1 Experiment Setup. MR-Scout discovers MR-encoded test cases based on static analysis of
the source code. However, factors such as aliasing, path sensitivity, dynamic language features like
reflection, and handling of recursions can cause imprecise analysis results. Therefore, in RQ1, we
aim to evaluate whether MR-Scout is precise in discovering MR-encoded test cases in real-world
projects. The results also reflect the reliability of our released dataset of discovered MTCs.
To achieve this goal, we manually validate if the MTCs discovered byMR-Scout have the two

properties mentioned in Section 3.1. However, there are 11,350 MTCs discovered in our evaluation
subjects, and it is infeasible to check all of them manually. Therefore, we randomly sample 164 out
of 11,350 MTCs to estimate the precision of MR-Scout. Such a sample size can be calculated by
an online calculator 1, ensuring a confidence level of 99% and a confidence interval of 10% for our
estimation result [25].
During the validation, two authors of this paper independently inspected the source code of

the discovered test cases. Based on their understanding, they labeled a test case with one of the
following labels:

• True Positive indicates a test case possesses the two properties mentioned in Section 3.1.
• False Positive indicates a test case does not possess the two properties.
• Unclear indicates the author cannot understand a test case or tell if the two properties are
possessed.

After independent labeling, the two authors discussed test cases labeled differently or labeled as
Unclear and finally reached a consensus.

4.2.2 Result. During the manual validation, there were 27 test cases assigned with different labels
by the two authors, and the divergences were resolved. Finally, among the 164 sampled test cases,
160 cases were labeled as true positives, whereas the remaining four were labeled as false positives.
Overall, based on a sampled dataset, MR-Scout demonstrates an estimated precision of 97% (with
a confidence level of 99% and a margin of error at 10%) in discovering MTCs.
All of the four false positives were due to incorrect identification of P2-Relation Assertion. This

is because MR-Scout does not well handle the scopes of variables in complicated cases with
re-assigned variables and non-sequential control flows. Listing 2 shows a simplified example, where
m and n are assigned with the return values of method CUT.abs in the class under test. When
encountering assertion AssertEquals(m,n), MR-Scout mistakenly considers this assertion to
fulfill P2-Relation Assertion—validating the relation over outputs of CUT.abs(x) and CUT.abs(x*x).
Consequently, MR-Scout falsely considers this test case to be positive. However, before assertion,
the variables m and n may be re-assigned with the return values of min(x,x*x) and max(x,x*x)

1https://www.qualtrics.com/experience-management/research/determine-sample-size/
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...
m = CUT.abs(x);
n = CUT.abs(x*x);

...
if(m>n){

m = Math.min(x,x*x);
n = Math.max(x,x*x);

}
assertTure(m <= n); // false positive output relation assertion

...

Listing 2. Simplified example of a false positive MTC

which are not methods in the class under test. AssertEquals(m,n) is a false positive output relation
assertion.

Despite aminor fraction of false positives, most discoveredMTCs satisfy the properties mentioned
in Section 3.1. The results show thatMR-Scout can effectively discover MTCs in real-world projects,
and our dataset is of high reliability.

Answer to RQ1: MR-Scout is precise in discovering MTCs in real-world projects, achieving an
estimated precision of 97% in discovering MTCs. Such high precision indicates the high reliability
of our released dataset of MTCs.

4.3 RQ2:Quality

4.3.1 Experiment Setup. In MR Filtering phase,MR-Scout filters out low-quality MRs with new
inputs generated by EvoSuite within a certain time budget. This approach differs from Zhang et al.’s
work [59], which infers MRs for numeric programs MRs and generates 1,000 numeric inputs for
each MR. The reason for our choice is the difficulty of generating a vast quantity of complex objects
as inputs for some MRs in our domain. This choice potentially weakens the MR Filtering phase
in the methodology. Therefore, in this RQ, we aim to evaluate the quality of MR-Scout codified
MRs in applying to new inputs for automated test case generation. The result also indicates the
effectiveness of the MR Filtering phase.
To achieve this goal, we reuse the criterion of a high-quality MR defined in Section 3.3. MRs

that are not of high quality are termed low-quality MRs. Besides, considering the MR Filtering

phase has already relied on EvoSuite-generated inputs, we re-ran EvoSuite with different seeds and
had a replication check to construct a set of different test inputs for evaluation, thereby mitigating
the circularity issue in the evaluation.

In this RQ, we evaluate the quality of 75 codified MRs that are output byMR-Scout after filtering
(Section 4.1.2). In line with the configuration of the previous studies [21, 34], we re-ran EvoSuite
10 times with different seeds to mitigate the randomness issue on the evaluation results and gave
a time budget of 2 minutes for each run2. With the generated inputs, we filtered out inputs that
appeared in the MR Filtering phase of MR-Scout, and filtered out invalid inputs according to the
criterion of a valid input in Section 3.3. Finally, 4 codified MRs did not have newly generated valid
inputs. 71 codified MRs had 1,995 generated inputs, where 57.69% (1,151) of them are valid inputs,
with an average of 16.21 valid inputs for each codified MR. Figure 8 shows the distribution of
generated test inputs.

4.3.2 Result. Out of 71 MR-Scout output MRs, we found that 97.18% (69) of MRs are high-quality
and even applicable to all valid inputs. Two codified MRs are low-quality. 16 (out of 24) valid
inputs of the two codified MRs result in AssertionError alarms. After manually analyzing,
2The detailed configuration of EvoSuite can be found on MR-Scout’s website [54].
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we found that the 2 codified MRs are indeed of low quality. For example, the simplified MR
width(text) < width(text .setBold ()) asserts that the layout of bold text should be wider than non-
bold text. However, this MR cannot apply when a text is empty or contains only characters that
cannot be bold (e.g., “<>”) or the original text is already bold.

Answer to RQ2: The MR Filtering phase in our methodology is effective. 97.18% of MR-Scout
synthesized MRs are of high quality and applicability to new inputs for automated test case
generation, demonstrating the practical applicability of MR-Scout.

4.4 RQ3: Usefulness

4.4.1 Experiment Setup. In this RQ, we aim to evaluate the practical application of MRs synthesized
byMR-Scoutwhen combined with automatically generated test inputs. Specifically, one application
scenario of synthesized MRs is testing the original programs where these MRs are found, and we
focus on assessing how useful codified-MRs-based tests are in complementing existing tests and
improving the test adequacy of these original programs.

Metrics and Baselines.We employ the following four metrics to measure the test adequacy.
• Line Coverage: the percentage of target programs’ lines executed by a test suite.
• Test Strength: the percentage of executed mutants killed by a test suite.
• Percentage (%) of Covered Mutants: the percentage of mutants executed by a test suite.
• Mutation Score: the percentage of mutants killed by a test suite.

Firstly, codified MRs are integrated with automatically generated valid inputs in the RQ2 (Quality)
to construct codified-MR-based test suites (denoted as C). Then, we compare the performance of
the codified-MR-based test suite on these four metrics against two baselines: (i) developer-written
test suites (D) and (ii) EvoSuite-generated test suites (E). Note that both the developer-written
test suite and the EvoSuite-generated test suite target all methods in the class under test, while
a codified MR only invokes MR-involved methods, which is a subset of all methods in the class
under test. Thus, we do not directly compare the performance of the codified-MR-based test suite
against developer-written or EvoSuite-generated test suites. Instead, we investigate whether the
codified-MR-based test suites can enhance the test adequacy on top of developer-written and
EvoSuite-generated test suites.
We successfully ran PIT [42], a mutation testing tool, to generate 2,170 mutants for 51 target

classes of 75 codified MRs (which were collected in the dataset preparation, Section 4.1.2). There
are a total of 4,701 lines of code in these target classes.

Statistical Analysis. We performed a statistical analysis (i.e., Mann-Whitney U-test [3, 44]) to
test the hypothesis — the fault detection capability of test suites augmented with codified MR-based
tests (i.e., C+D+E) is better than existing tests (i.e., D+E). Specifically, we compare the fault
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Table 2. Enhancement of test adequacy by codified-MR-based test suites (C) on top of developer-written (D)

and EvoSuite-generated test suites (E)

Metrics

VS. D VS. E VS. D+E

D D+C Enhancement E E+C Enhancement D+E D+E+C Enhancement

Line Coverage 0.5769 0.6549 +13.52% 0.3735 0.5682 +52.10% 0.6351 0.6785 +6.83%
Test Strength 0.7162 0.7366 +2.86% 0.2420 0.4889 +102.03% 0.6977 0.7369 +5.62%
% of Covered Mutants 0.5960 0.6757 +13.37% 0.3675 0.5389 +46.63% 0.6598 0.7057 +6.95%
Mutation Score 0.5032 0.5506 +9.42% 0.1789 0.3271 +82.80% 0.5395 0.5823 +7.93%
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Fig. 9. Enhancement of test adequacy by codified-MR-based test suites (C) on top of developer-written (D)

and EvoSuite-generated test suites (E)
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Fig. 10. Comparison of covered and killed mutants by developer-written (D), EvoSuite-generated (E), and
codified-MR-based (C) test suites

detection capability based on killed mutants. For each mutant, if it is killed by a test suite, the score
for this mutant is 1, otherwise 0. Finally, for the Mann-Whitney U-test, test suites C+D+E and
D+E will get a list of scores for all 2170 mutants, respectively.

4.4.2 Result. Table 2 presents the results of the four metrics on 51 classes. Compared with D,
incorporating C leads to a 13.52% increase in the line coverage, and 13.37% and 9.42% increases in
the percentage of covered mutants and mutation score. Compared with E, incorporating C leads to
a remarkable 82.8% increase in mutation score and 52.10% in line coverage. Even compared with
the test suites combining D and E (i.e., D+E), incorporating C can still achieve 6.83% and 7.93%
enhancement in line coverage and mutation score. The result indicates that test suites constructed
from MR-Scout discovered MRs can effectively improve the line coverage and mutation score,
showing the fault-revealing capability of test suites.
Figure 9 presents box-and-whisker plots showing the comparison results of test suites (C, D,

and E) on the four metrics. We can find that no matter compared with D or E or D+E test suites,
incorporating C leads to an overall enhancement in terms of the median, first quartile, third quartile,
upper and lower whiskers (1.5 times IQR) of four metrics.
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Figure 10 illustrates the numbers of mutants covered and killed by developer-written (D),
EvoSuite-generated (E), and codified-MR-based (C) test suites. Codified-MR-based test suites
cover 215 (+11.37%) more mutants and kill 108 (+9.42%) more mutants, compared with existing
developer-written test suites. Even compared with the combination of developer-written and
EvoSuite-generated test suites, codified-MR-based test suites have 113 (+6.95%) exclusively covered
mutants and 88 (+7.93%) exclusively killed mutants. Furthermore, the result of the 𝑡-test shows that
our hypothesis is retained. The fault detection capability of test suites augmented with codified
MR-based tests (i.e., C+D+E) is significantly better than existing tests (i.e., D+E) (𝑝-value=0.003 <
0.05 which is a typical threshold of significance). The corresponding effect size (i.e., normalized
U statistic) is 0.52. These results indicate the usefulness of codified MRs in enhancing the test
adequacy (i.e., the test coverage and fault-detection capability).

The enhanced test adequacy by codified-MR-based test suites results from the effective integration
of high-quality test oracles (i.e., codified MRs) with a set of diverse test inputs. In developer-written
test suites, although test oracles are well-crafted and invaluable, each oracle typically applies to
one test input. EvoSuite-generated test suites have a large number of test inputs but fall short in
the quality of test oracles [17, 19].

Codified-MR-based tests merge themerits of both developer-written tests and EvoSuite-generated
tests. When compared with developer-written tests, codified-MR-based tests leverage the same
reliable test oracles but with a greater diversity of random test inputs that explore more branches
of the target programs. When compared with EvoSuite-generated tests, codified-MR-based tests do
not have a higher quantity of test inputs, but offer rich developer-crafted test oracles and more
meaningful sequences of method invocations (since codified MRs are structured by at least two
method invocations, i.e., P1-Method Invocations in Section 3.1.1). EvoSuite was designed to generate
only five types of assertions [17]. Nevertheless, EvoSuite’s random generation of test inputs and
sequences cannot succeed in invoking some methods that require complex pre-conditions. The
corresponding examples and detailed analysis can be found inMR-Scout’s website [54]. As a result,
codified-MR-based test suites can effectively improve both line coverage and mutation score.

Answer to RQ3: Test cases constructed from codifiedMRs lead to 13.52% and 9.42% increases in
line coverage and mutation score for programs with developer-written test suites, demonstrating
the practical usefulness of codified MR in complementing existing tests and enhancing test
adequacy.

4.5 RQ4: Comprehensibility

4.5.1 Experiment Setup. We consider that MR-Scout synthesized MRs are useful not only for
testing their original programs but also for testing other programs that share similar functionalities.
In such usage scenarios, when an MR is easy to understand, it simplifies the debugging and main-
taining processes. Furthermore, comprehensible MRs facilitate test migration for other programs
with similar functionalities. Therefore, we design RQ4 to assess the comprehensibility of codified
MRs synthesized byMR-Scout.
To this end, we conducted a small-scale qualitative study with five PhD participants who are

experienced in programming in Java and MT. Specifically, all participants have more than one year
of experience researching MT-related topics, and more than three years of programming in Java
and using JUnit.
Procedure. To reduce manual efforts, we randomly sampled 52 cases from the 75MR-Scout

synthesized codified MRs (which were collected in the dataset preparation, Section 4.1.2) for
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the qualitative study. Such a sample size can be calculated by an online calculator 3, ensuring a
confidence level of 99% and a confidence interval of 10% for our analysis result [25].

For each codified MR, the participants were required to understand (i) the logic of the MR and (ii)
the relevance of this MR to the class under test. Then, the participants rate the comprehensibility
of this MR. To avoid neutral answers, participants express their opinions using a 4-point Likert
scale [13] (i.e., 1: very difficult to understand, 2: difficult to understand, 3: easy to understand, and
4: very easy to understand).

Statistical Analysis. After participants rated the comprehensibility of sampled MRs, we per-
formed a statistical analysis (i.e., one-sample 𝑡-test [3, 44]) on the rating results. The one-sample
𝑡-test is a statistical method to test hypotheses about whether the mean of one group of samples
differs from a given value.
We first aggregated the ratings for each codified MR. Specifically, for each codified MR, we

calculated the average of the comprehensibility scores given by the raters (denoted as 𝑋 ). Then,
we tested the hypothesis — the mean of 𝑋 over the sampled MRs is greater than 2.5, where 2.5
represents a neutral score.
4.5.2 Result. Figure 11 shows the participants’ responses to the comprehensibility of codified
MRs. Overall, 55.76% to 76.92% of the sampled codified MRs are easy (or very easy) for participants
to understand. Moreover, 15.38% to 34.61% of codified MRs are scored as very easy. However,
there are still 23.08% to 44.24% of the sampled codified MRs that are difficult (or very difficult) to
understand. The result of the one-sample 𝑡-test shows that our hypothesis is retained. Specifically,
the mean comprehensibility of sampled MRs is significantly greater than the neutral score 𝜇=2.5
(𝑝-value=3.46×10−6 < 0.05 which is a typical threshold of significance), and the corresponding
effect size (i.e., Cohen’s 𝑑) is 0.70. These results indicate that codified MRs are comprehensible.
We also gathered feedback from participants to investigate the factors that make synthesized

MRs difficult to understand. We found that the main difficulty in understanding some MRs is from
the complexity of certain classes under test. The test cases in our evaluation were collected from
highly-starred Java projects, which often exhibit complex structural dependencies between classes
(Section 4.1.1). In our qualitative study, participants were required to understand the relevance
between an encoded MR and the class under test. Some classes are too complicated for participants
to understand their functionalities and business logic, thus making it difficult to understand the
relevance. However, it is important to note that, for developers who actively maintain these projects
or seek to migrate these test oracles (i.e., codified MRs) to similar functionalities in other programs,
the codified MRs might be relatively simpler to understand. Familiarity with the projects would
likely mitigate the difficulties posed by class complexity.

Answer to RQ4: 55.76% to 76.92% of codified MRs can be easily comprehended, showcasing
the potential of codified MRs for practical adoption by developers engaged in test maintenance
and migration.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Threats to Validity

We have identified potential threats to the validity of our experiments and have taken measures to
mitigate them.
Subjectivity in Human Judgment. The evaluation of precision (RQ1) and comprehensibility

(RQ4) depends on human judgment. To reduce potential subjectivity and misjudgments, we gave
the participants a training session before manual validation. for RQ1, two authors independently
3https://www.qualtrics.com/experience-management/research/determine-sample-size/
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Fig. 11. Comprehensibiliy scores of 52 MR-Scout synthesized MRs (Score: 1. very difficult, 2. difficult, 3. easy

4. every easy to understand)

validated samples, and then collaboratively resolved any uncertainties or disagreements and came
to a consensus, ensuring a rigorous cross-checking mechanism. For RQ4, participants without
sufficient experience in MT, Java, and JUnit may affect the results. To mitigate the threats, all
involved participants had a solid background in MT, Java, and JUnit, establishing a consistent level
of expertise as a baseline for evaluation.
Sampling Bias. The evaluation of precision (RQ1) and comprehensibility (RQ4) is based on

randomly sampled cases. Different samples may result in different results. To mitigate this threat,
our sample size statistically ensures a confidence level of 99% and a confidence interval of 10% for
our evaluation result.

Representativeness of Experiment Subjects. A possible threat is whether our findings on the
selected OSS projects can be generalized to other popular projects. To mitigate this threat, we first
adopted criteria from previous empirical studies on OSS projects [26, 56] to select high-quality and
well-maintained Java projects, as described in Section 4.1.1. Then, we quantified the coverage of our
selected projects to all popular Java projects on GitHub. The result shows that our selected projects
account for 71.49% of all popular projects that have at least 200 stars and were created before the
cut-off date of our evaluation (i.e., 05-April-2022). This coverage suggests that our selected projects
are representative.
EvoSuite Configuration. The choice of parameters for EvoSuite, such as search budget, time

limit, and seeds, might affect valid inputs generated by EvoSuite. When EvoSuite generates different
valid inputs for evaluation, the results of the quality (RQ2) and usefulness (RQ3) of codified MRs
can be different. To mitigate this threat, we followed the practices of existing studies [21, 34] to run
EvoSuite 10 times and chose appropriate parameters that fit our scenario.

5.2 Applications of MR-Scout

Metamorphic testing is an approach to both test result verification (i.e., test oracle problem) and
test case generation [11] based on metamorphic relations (MRs). MR-Scout aims to synthesize
MRs from existing test cases that encode domain knowledge and suggest useful MRs. Such MRs
are useful for testing not only their original programs but also other programs that share similar
functionalities.
As to testing original programs, MR-Scout synthesized MRs help test case generation. Syn-

thesized MRs are in the form of parameterized methods, which can be easily integrated with
automated input generators to enable automated test case generation. This results in a higher
fault-detection capability (as evaluated in Section 4.4: Usefulness). Furthermore, codified MRs,
representing properties of target programs, help describe the behaviors of classes under test across
potential test inputs, simplifying test maintenance.
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5.3 Limitations and Future Work

DespiteMR-Scout being effective in discovering and synthesizing high-quality and useful MRs
from existing test cases, MR-Scout still has several limitations.
(1) MR-Scout only considers MR instances that involve exactly two method invocations because

the constituents of their encoded MRs are unambiguous and easier to identify than MR
instances involving more than two method invocations. Synthesizing MRs from instances
that involve more than two method invocations can be challenging and interesting future
work.

(2) MR-Scout only considers MTCs with explicit input relation (i.e., input transformations).
Synthesizing MRs from MTCs without explicit input relations could be challenging and
interesting future work.

(3) MR-Scout statically analyzes the source code of test cases. Factors such as aliasing, path
sensitivity, and dynamic language features can cause imprecise analysis results, as discussed
in Section 4.2. Our sampling result (4 false positives out of 164 samples) reveals that this
problem is relatively minor in practice.

(4) MR-Scout synthesized MRs can be of low quality and cause false alarms. To discard such low-
quality MRs, we designed a filtering phase based on the pass ratio (i.e., at least 95%) of valid
inputs. However, MR-Scout determines the validity of an input based on developer-written
checks (such as IllegalArgumentException statements). When such checks are lacking,
invalid test inputs may reach assertion statements, violate the output relation, and produce
false alarms. Due to the lack of checks for invalid test inputs, MR-Scout cannot differentiate
between false alarms and true bug-exposing alarms. The filtering phase inMR-Scout may
discard some high-quality and bug-exposing MRs. Effectively distinguishing the validity of
an input and assessing the quality of MRs could be interesting future work.

(5) MR-Scout employs EvoSuite-generated inputs to evaluate the quality and usefulness of
codified MRs. However, EvoSuite is coverage-based and ineffective in generating a large
number of valid inputs. Here are several main reasons [18]: (i) Complex precondition of
codified MRs: the time budget may not be enough for EvoSuite to construct complex objects
that involve many dependencies or deep hierarchies; (ii) Incompatible environment: EvoSuite
can be incompatible with some libraries or dependencies in the target project; (iii) Bugs of
EvoSuite: EvoSuite has bugs that cause crashes during generating inputs for codified MRs; (iv)
Violation of input constraint: some EvoSuite-generated inputs did not conform to the expected
input format or constraints (e.g., strings meeting the “mm/dd/yy” date format); (v) Invalid
call sequence: the precondition for invoking a method is not satisfied (e.g., the requirement
of invoking setup() first is not satisfied in the EvoSuite-generated test sequence). As noted
in [18], “other prototypes are likely to suffer from the same problems we face with EvoSuite.”
Generating complex objects in the real world remains a challenge for automatic tools.

6 RELATEDWORK

6.1 MR Identification

Many studies proposed MRs for testing programs of various domains (e.g., compilers [14, 15, 36, 57],
quantum computing [41], and AI systems [2, 9, 35, 37, 53, 55]). We review and discuss the most
closely related work in systematically identifying MR.
MR Pattern Based Approaches. Segura et al. [47] proposed six MR output patterns for Web

APIs, and a methodology for users to identify MRs. Similarly, Zhou et al. [60] proposed two MR
input patterns for testers to derive concrete metamorphic relations. These approaches simplify
the manual identification of MRs but have limitations: (i) MR patterns are designed for certain
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programs (such as RESTful web API), (ii) requiring manual effort to identify concrete MRs, and (iii)
MR patterns only cover certain types of relations (e.g., equivalence) are not general to complicated
or customized relations. In contrast,MR-Scout automatically discovers and synthesizes codified
MRs without manual effort and is not limited to MRs of certain programs or certain types. Chen
et al. proposed METRIC [12], enabling testers to identify MRs from given software specifications
using the category-choice framework. METRIC focuses on the information of the input domain. Sun
et al. proposed METRIC+ [48], an enhanced technique leveraging the output domain information
and reducing the search space of complete test frames. Differently, MR-Scout synthesizes MRs
from test cases and does not require the software specification and test frames generated by the
category-choice framework.
MR Composition Based Approaches. The MR composition techniques were proposed to

generate new MRs from existing MRs. Qiu et al. [43] conducted a theoretical and empirical analysis
to identify the characteristics of component MRs making composite MRs have at least the same
fault detection capability. They also derive a convenient, but effective guideline for MR composition.
Different from these works,MR-Scout does not require existing MRs and can complement these
approaches by providing synthesized MRs for composition-based approaches.
Search and Optimization Based Approaches. Zhang et al. [59] proposed a search-based

approach for automatic inference of equality polynomial MRs. By representing these MRs with
a set of parameters, they transformed the inference problem into a search for optimal parameter
values. Through dynamic analysis of multiple program executions, they employed particle swarm
optimization to effectively solve the search problem. Building upon this, Zhang et al. [58] proposed
AutoMR, capable of inferring both equality and inequality MRs. Firstly, they proposed a new general
parameterization of arbitrary polynomial MRs. Then, they adopt particle swarm optimization to
search for suitable parameters for the MRs. Finally, with the help of matrix SVD and constraint-
solving techniques, they cleanse the MRs by removing the redundancy. These approaches focus
on polynomial MRs, while MR-Scout considers MRs as boolean expressions, allowing for greater
generalization.

Ayerdi et al. [4] proposed GAssertMRs, a genetic-programming-based approach to generate MRs
automatically by minimizing false positives, false negatives, and the size of the generated MRs.
However, MRs generated by GAssertMRs are limited to three pre-defined MR Input Patterns. Sun
et al. [49] proposed a semi-automated Data-Mutation-directed approach, 𝜇MT, to generate MRs for
numeric programs. 𝜇MTmakes use of manually selected data mutation operators to construct input
relations, and uses the defined mapping rules associated with each mutation operator to construct
output relations. However, MRs generated by 𝜇MT are limited to pre-defined mapping rules. In
comparison, MR-Scout has no such constraints, applicable for more than numeric programs.
Machine Learning Based Approaches. Kanewala and Bieman [32] proposed an ML-based

method that begins with generating a control flow graph (CFG) from a function’s source code,
extracts features from the CFGs, and then builds a predictive model to classify whether a function
exhibits a specific metamorphic relation. Building upon this, Kanewala et al. [33] further identified
the most predictive features and developed an efficient method for measuring similarity between
programs represented as graphs to explicitly extract features. Blasi et al. [6] introducedMeMo, which
automatically derives metamorphic equivalence relations from Javadoc, and translates derived MR
into oracles. Different from Memo,MR-Scout is not limited to equivalence MRs. These approaches
rely on source code or documentation to discover MRs. MR-Scout complements these approaches
by synthesizing MRs from test cases.
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6.2 Parameterized Unit Tests

Parameterized unit tests (PUTs) are tests that accept parameters. A single PUT can be executed
with varying input values. PUTs offer several advantages in software testing. PUTs are applied with
a range of test inputs that can be automatically (e.g., using EvoSuite [17]) to exercise paths of the
methods under test. The high test coverage typically results in a better fault-detection capability
compared to conventional unit tests. Unlike conventional unit tests, PUTs can take parameters
that can be bound to a set of values, allowing exploration of more program states by a single test,
making maintenance easier, and reducing test redundancy.
Several studies have been conducted to generate PUTs. Fraser et al. [20] proposed to generate

PUTs from scratch using a genetic algorithm to generate method-call sequences and using mutation
analysis to construct test oracles. Kampmann et al. [31] assumed the existence of high-quality
system tests and proposed to automatically extract parameterized unit tests from system test
executions. Thummalapenta et al. [52] proposed a methodology (termed Test-Generation) to
help developers retrofit conventional unit tests into PUTs.
MR-Scout differs from these earlier studies by synthesizing the underlying metamorphic rela-

tions from existing unit tests. Additional unit tests can be automatically generated based on the
synthesized relations. The methodology of MR-Scout is orthogonal to those adopted by these
studies, which have different assumptions and application scenarios. Furthermore, Thummalapenta
et al. [52] aimed to study the costs and benefits of converting unit test cases into parameterized
unit tests. The work conducted an empirical study and proposed a methodology to help developers
manually promote inputs as parameters, define test oracles, add assumptions, and construct mock
objects based on existing test cases. In contrast, MR-Scout automatically synthesizes codified MRs
from existing test cases.

7 CONCLUSION

Developers embed domain knowledge in test cases. Such domain knowledge can suggest useful MRs
as test oracles, which can be integrated with automatically generated inputs to enable automated
test case generation. Inspired by the observation, we introduceMR-Scout to automatically discover
and synthesize MRs from existing test cases in OSS projects. We model the semantics of MRs using
a set of properties. MR-Scout first discovers MR-encoded test cases based on these properties, and
then synthesizes the encoded MRs by codifying them into parameterized methods to facilitate new
test case generation. Finally, MR-Scout filters out low-quality MRs that demonstrate poor quality
in their applicability to new inputs for automated test case generation.

MR-Scout discovered over 11,000 MR-encoded test cases from 701 OSS projects. Experimental
results show that MR-Scout achieves a precision of 0.97 in discovering MTCs. 97.18% of the MRs
codified by MR-Scout from these test cases are of high quality and applicability for automated
test case generation, demonstrating the practical applicability of MR-Scout. Moreover, test cases
constructed from these synthesizedMRs can effectively improve the test coverage of the original test
suites in the OSS projects and those generated by EvoSuite, demonstrating the practical usefulness
of MR-Scout synthesized MRs. Our qualitative study shows that 55.76% to 76.92% of the MRs
codified by MR-Scout can be easily comprehended, showcasing the potential of synthesized MRs
for practical adoption by developers.

8 DATA AVAILABILITY AND STATEMENT

Data Availability.WemakeMR-Scout and the experimental data publicly available atMR-Scout’s
site [54] to facilitate the reproduction of our study and relevant studies of other researchers in the
community.
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Statement of AI Tool Usage. During the paper writing, we used Grammarly [23] and Chat-
GPT [38] to check grammar.
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